Windowmaker
Software Options
Roofwright Silver
Instant Prices Without Omissions
With RoofWright Silver, you no longer have to manually price a conservatory in a customers house – or anywhere else.
It will also help you to avoid costly omissions when you are put on the spot or are up against a competitive quote.

The right price, quickly
As the conservatory market gets more competitive it is
essential to get your prices spot on. When quoting, mistakes
can be very costly. A little too high can mean a lost job
and a little too low can mean no profit or, even worse, a
loss.
With RoofWright Silver the comprehensive pricing facilities
mean that you will be able to price accurately for even the
most complex jobs. The system can be set up to price for
the roof, frames, base and any extras that you sell as well.

Price Extras

Don’t get animated

Whatever you sell, RoofWright Silver
can be set up to price it as part of
the job. Ancillary prices can be set
up to match the way that you work:
in groups, as many as you like,
named by you. Typical groups might
be “Electrics” or “Ground Works”.
Then within each group add as
many questions as you like.

RoofWright Silver does the animation
for you. An assembly sequence
shows how a conservatory is built from the base up to the roof.

Individual questions are extremely
powerful with options for fixed costs,
minimum costs, variable costs and
counts, e.g two socket at £60 each.
You also have access to an
enormous amount of technical
information about the conservatory –
for example, costing for under floor.
Heating is a breeze – simply link to
the internal floor area of the
conservatory.

One of the many comments that
RoofWright users make is how
important it is to let their customers
see the finished conservatory. The
assembly sequence takes that one
step further and invariably helps to
give your customer confidence in
your professionalism.
A further feature is scaled drawings—
invaluable when applying for
planning. Simply choose the scale
that you want to see the drawings at
when you print and the results are
available in an instant.

Key Features
Standard Templates, plus editor
and more powerful templates.
Many different reports including
base plans and window quotes.
Export designs to Windowmaker
New - custom gable window
designer.
Powerful pricing engine which is
easy to set up and use including
checklists.
Create your own window styles.
3D House designer for when a
digital photograph is not possible.
Export to CAD packages
Animated assembly sequence.
Create separate window quotes.
View portal frames
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